Citing Royal Commissions, Commissions of Inquiry, and Task Forces

**Single Volume:**


**Multi-Volume:**

**Referring to a complete set:**


**Referring to one volume of a set:**


**On CD-ROM (Referring to one volume of a set):**


**Studies, Research Reports, Background Papers**

**No author mentioned:**


**Author(s) mentioned:**


**On CD-ROM (Authors mentioned):**


**Briefs, Submissions**


**On CD-ROM:**


**Proceedings of Hearings, Meetings**


**On CD-ROM:**

Notes on Format:

1. Square brackets indicate that the information in brackets is not cited on the document, or is not cited in the expected place for imprint.

2. Quotation marks enclosing the title indicate that the item was unpublished (i.e.: was merely mimeographed or typewritten). This particular example is a letter.

3. "Publication" information for a letter is provided by the letterhead and date of writing.

4. When the documents are on microform, information must be given on the micro-publishers (and microform set if applicable). Add this after a full citation. This means you will have information on two publishers.

5. In the case of hearings, use the information about the recording company in the place where you would normally place information on publication (‘n.p.’ is used here because the place of the recording company is unknown).

For further information on citing government publications, a description of the elements of a citation, and a format for a footnote, see Citing Government Publications: Brief Guide or Citing Government Publications: Detailed Guide.
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